In today’s economic climate it’s as important for nonprofits to work smarter not harder as ever. Government programs are reducing funds and cutting programs and grant dollars are dwindling. We are committed to make every cent of donations like yours stretch as far as possible. Strategic Partnerships are one way we work together to come up with innovative programming and funding solutions that will keep our work moving forward.

We look to be one of the first ones at the table to create collaborations that extend our reach and provide the best services possible to those affected by domestic violence and sexual assault.

Because we alone cannot address all intimate partner and sexual violence in our community, we must leverage partnerships and increase capacity of other providers to identify intimate partner violence and connect people with our services. We do just that with our professional training program and projects like Arise to Safety.

This year the Arise to Safety project was established in collaboration with KentuckyOne, the Center for Women and Families and the Mary Byron Project with funding from the Jewish Heritage Fund for Excellence. The program which trains hospital staff to screen every patient for domestic violence immediately started connecting more people to The Center and the services we could provide them.

For the past five years, The Center has played a leadership role in establishing Community Shield, a secondary violence prevention initiative, that includes over 40 public, private, and non-profit agencies from across our community to develop a comprehensive, community-wide response to children and youth exposure to violence. To change violence in our culture, it will take all of us working together.

Many times when an individual needs our services they are also using other services whether that’s through our healthcare system, legal system or other service providers in our community. We continually look for ways we can make things a little easier for our clients as they navigate a maze of systems. We saw an opportunity that would allow us to better serve our clients in a partnership with Metro United Way and their 2-1-1 program.

In 2016 Metro United Way’s 2-1-1 resource line moved to The Center’s 24-hour call center. Combining the two call centers was a no brainer. We were able to pool our resources saving the center valuable dollars as well as enhance the service we provide to the thousands who call our hotline.

Thank you for your support of The Center. With your help we can continue to grow our partnerships and our reach. We want everyone in our community to know that they are not alone, we are here with free safe and confidential services.

Mil gracias por su apoyo,
(A thousand thanks for your support)

Marta Miranda-Straub
Metro United Way and the Center for Women and Families 2-1-1 Call Center Partnership was born of the idea that combined efforts and shared resources would better serve our community.

Prior to our partnership, as a provider of services to individuals victimized or affected by domestic violence (DV) and sexual assault (SA), The Center had a long and successful history of operating a 24/7, 365-day crisis line. For years, CWF Crisis Intervention Advocates provided support to callers including compassionate listening, problem-solving, safety planning, and information and referral to other community resources.

In addition to immediate safety issues, many callers faced situations such as eviction, need for mental health or substance abuse treatment, and homelessness. CWF’s Crisis Intervention Advocates were regularly problem-solving and making referrals to other community agencies, frequently turning to 2-1-1 for information. With intersecting needs and resources, this collaboration to partner on a merged Call Center has provided us with a new flexibility to improve services and better support all callers.

The 2-1-1 service went live on May 16, 2016 with a seamless transition, and has since met every benchmark of success. The model has proven to be so effective that, in December, The Center expanded to provide services for five additional Kentucky counties. In January, we expanded our services to include texting.

We answer 2500-3000 2-1-1 calls per month.

Average wait time on the information line is about 30 seconds.

The expanded call center can have up to 8 advocates on calls at one time.
Arise to Safety project is a collaborative initiative between University of Louisville Hospital and Jewish Hospital in Louisville. It centers on uncovering hidden intimate partner violence and intervening with supportive services (safety planning, emergency shelter, etc.) to reduce intimate partner violence-related homicides and create a safer community.

University of Louisville Hospital and Jewish Hospital staff administer a newly-developed domestic violence screening tool to all patients presenting in the emergency departments.

Emergency room clinicians have asked four direct questions of all emergency room patients, making sure the patient didn’t have a spouse, partner or other family member in the room at the time. They ask: Have you been injured, hit, kicked, punched in the past year, and, if so, by whom? Do you feel unsafe in your current relationship? Is there a partner from a previous relationship who is making you feel unsafe now? Are you here today for injuries related to intimate partner violence? If the patient responds positively to screening questions, thus indicating high danger, the hospital staff contacts CWF’s 24/7 crisis line and a CWF hospital advocate is dispatched to provide on-site supportive services to the identified victim.

The hospital advocate provides safety planning, peer counseling, advocacy, support, and works with the client to determine next steps. If the client is in need of emergency shelter, the hospital advocate collaborates with our crisis response team to coordinate the client’s entry into our shelter.

Patients are not always ready to leave their situation, but advocates are planting seed of hope and patients will leave knowing help is available and they have options.
2016 REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY

FINANCIALS

Revenues

- Contributions and Grants: $3,302,501
- United Way: $494,002
- Program and Service Fees: $85,631
- Investment Income: $310,897
- Special Events (net): $246,015
- Miscellaneous Income: $87,643

Expenses

- Program Expenses: $4,529,606
- Administrative Expenses: $1,295,703
- Fundraising Expenses: $434,246

2016 Balance Sheet Summarized

- Assets: $21,344,288
- Liabilities: $4,639,794
- Net Assets: $16,704,584

Program and Services Cost Estimates

- $5  Cost of providing meals for one person in emergency shelter for a day.
- $35 Cost of providing meals for a person in emergency shelter for a week.
- $54 Cost of providing a room for a night for a person seeking emergency treatment.
- $94 Cost of providing an hour art therapy for a client.
- $137 Cost of one hour of crisis response.

Please note that costs are an approximate estimate and may fluctuate based on economic trends and realities (i.e. increased cost of food, benefits, etc.).
THANK YOU DONORS

Donations Received from July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016

GOLDEN CIRCLE OF UNITY $25,000 +
Ambassador Matthew Barzun and Brooke Brown Barzun
Brown-Forman Corporation
Delta Dental Plan of Kentucky
Hazel & Walter T. Bales Foundation
Humana Foundation
J & L Foundation
Kosair Charities Committee, Inc.
LG&E and KU Services Company
Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government
The C.E. & S. Foundation Inc.
Yum! Brands Foundation, Inc.

GOLDEN CIRCLE OF LIFE $15,000 - $24,999
Gill and Augusta Brown Holland
Sandra Frazier
Frazier-Joy Family Foundation, Inc.
Norton Healthcare
Donna and Bill Ringo
Margaret Lee Thomas

GOLDEN CIRCLE OF HOPE $10,000 - $14,999
Juanita and William Beach
Elizabeth Farley
Jill Force and Patrick Mattingly
David Nicholson
Jean W. Frazier
Anonymous

GOLDEN CIRCLE OF GIVING $5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous- Cash and In-Kind
Arthur K. Smith Family Foundation
Cornelia Bonnie
Ann Coffey
Sandy Crump
Stephen and Margaret Diebold
Maura and David Fennell
Chasity and Bradley Grauel
Frank and Paula Harshaw
Hilliard Lyons

Kightlinger & Gray, LLP
Kenneth Marshall
Eleanor Bingham
PNC
Voss Clark Industries
Shelly and Dr. Kenneth Zegart

GOLDEN CIRCLE JOHNSON SOCIETY $2,500 - $4,999
Abel Construction Co. Inc.
Barbara Baker and David Brown
Edith Bingham
Clark Memorial Hospital
Gayle and Earl Dorsey, Jr.
Jane and Bert Emke
Encompass
Heine Brothers’ Coffee
Henry County Fiscal Court Fund
Morgan Hofmann
Hussung Mechanical Contractors, Inc.
Jefferson County Attorney’s Office
Terrence Kuhn
Kathryn Mershon and Todd Gardner
Lori Moore
Okolona Church of Christ
Passport Health Plan
The Honorable Stephanie Pearce Burke and Mr. Dennis Burke
Joyce Seymour
Stephanie and Jonathan Smith
Spalding University
Stephen Reily and Emily Bingham Fund
Stites & Harbison
The Allstate Foundation
Walker Mechanical Contractors, Inc
Beverly and Jim Wilson
Congressman and Mrs. John Yarmuth
Zoeller Company
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GOLDEN CIRCLE OF COMPASSION $1,000-$2,499

Ann T. Allen
Linda and Robert Anderson
Anderson, Bryant, Lasky & Winslow, P.S.C.
AT&T United Way Employee Camp
Ed Borah
Calvin Presbyterian Church
Greg Carmean
Chambers Painting Co. LLC
Clifton Foundation
Christopher Colson
Steve and Joan Conrad
Courtenay Foundation
Heidi Currey
Michael Del Negro
Dolores Delahanty
Dermody Properties Foundation
Billie Determan
James Eaton
Electrical Workers Union 369
Anonymous
Empire Education Group, Inc.
Diane and James Everse
Fifth Third Bank of Kentucky
Glenda Ford Dangremond
Gannett Foundation, Inc.
Eric Goodman and Sharon Goodman
Hardscuffle, Inc.
Diane and William Harper
Jeffrey Harris
Dr. Juliana Hayden
Camille Helminski
Fred Hendler and Nancy Martin
Donna and Robert Iezzi
Laurie and James Kemp
Tony and Andrea Kriech
Kroger
Kroger Co. Foundation
L & D MailMasters, Inc.
L & N Employees Giving Fund

Dana and Phillip Lackey
Edna Mae Lewis
Kathleen and Kenneth Loomis
Jessica Loving and Sheryl Snyder
Lyle and Linda Graham Charitable Fund
Wanda and Wilfred McCord
Kathryn Minx
Musselman Hotels, LLC
Sissy M. Nash
Regina and Mark Nethery
New Beginning Glory Church of Jesus Christ
Diane Nguyen
Lori Prewitt
Crystal Liu and Micah Reyner
John Rosati
Amy Roth
Susan and Edward Ryan
Steve Smith
Donald L. Sorenson
Spudz Chips
St. James’ Episcopal Church
St. Stephen United Church of Christ
Steel Technologies Foundation
Target
Kimberly and Jon Tharp-Barrie
The Veeneman Fund
Ann and Glenn Thomas
Truist
Deborah Tuggle
United Automobile Workers- Ford Local 862
Elizabeth and James Voyles
Victoria Weber
Alexandra Whitman
Jonathan and Stephani Wolff
Fran Yarmuth
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THE CIRCLE OF COURAGE $500-$999
Allstate Insurance Company Indianapolis
American Advertising Federation - Louisville
Matthew Baumann
Kathleen Bean and Robert Kotheimer
Dan and Jayne Becher
Katherine and John Beyke
Karen Boha
Doris Bridgeman
H. Hewett and Sue Brown
Allen Bush and Rose Cooper
Caldwell Tanks, Inc.
Julia Carstanjen
Catholic Health Initiatives
CBS Interactive Inc
Jessica L. Cole
Maryhelen Coogle
Ann Crane
Patricia Cummings-Bruggman and John Bruggman
Duke Energy
Kathy Eads
Edwardsville United Methodist Church
Frances and Dennis Fach
Lucille and David Fannin
Marjorie Farris
Leslie and Gregg Fowler
Dr. Bryan and Ryan Fox
Linda George and John George
Mary Gorman
David L. Gray
Mary and John Greenebaum
Bonnie Holder
Hunter & Associates / PuroFirst
Joy and Dr. Mitchell Kaplan
David Kinny and Susan Kinny
L&N Federal Credit Union
Helen and Calvin Lang
Cantor David Lipp
Louisville Youth Football
Dayvone Malvo
Jean Baker Mansfield
Michael and Stephanie Mattingly
Kathryn and Daniel McGee
Mercer
Robin and Bruce Miller
Mister P Express, Inc.
Open Door Community Fellowship, Inc.
Wendill Parrish
Dr. Resad Pasic
Nicole Perry
Denise Robison
Rodefer Moss & Co PLLC
John Russ and Cheryl Ungerleider
Alan and Joetta Steinmetz
Lori Stevens
Ernie and Barbara Stroxtile
The Tom S. Detwiler Foundation, Inc.
Tom S. Detwiler Foundation, Inc.
Transit Authority of River City (TARC)
Trinity United Methodist Church
Elliott Turton
Paul and Missy Varga
Joanne and Edwin Weis
Yum! Brands, Inc.

THE CIRCLE OF HOPE $250-$499
Agilent Technologies
Sara and Brian Aldridge
Michael C. Allen, Sr.
American Association of Women Dentists
Richard and Leigh Ann Banta
Baptist East Milestone Wellness Center
Bobby Barrick
Doug and Carol Bishop
Johanna Bos
Betty D. Brown
Susan Bunch
Gerri Ann Cassidy
Khadzah Childress
Commonwealth Attorney’s Office
Jill Cooper
Culbertson Baptist Church
Damascus Court 27 - Daughters of Isis
Tammy and Ralph deChabert
Elizabeth Deknatel
Mariana Dietrich
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The Circle of Hope $250-$499

Cathy & Moises Dreszer, MD
Eastern Star Jericho Chapter 7
First Presbyterian Church
Rus E. Funk and Amelia Mudd
GE Foundation
Margaret Gerstle
Laura Guissinger
Emily Hagedorn
Adrienne K. Handley
Hertzman Foundation
Maralind Hess
Barbara Hodge
JCGI Inc.
Jefferson County Chapter of AAFP
Laura Jones
Nancy and John Keck
Debbie King
Bet S. Kohl
Steve and Susan Kute
Adele and Leonard Leight
Joan Lenahan
Deborah Levine and Jonathan Chaires
Louisville Seminary, PC USA
Christopher and Jo Mattingly
Denise and David Meyer
Dennis Meyer
Barbara and Robert Michael
Jonathan D. Miller, PSC
Bernadette Monday
Jennifer A. Moore
Carolyn and Paul O’Daniel
Conor O’Driscoll and Kimberley Boland
Our Lady of Providence High School
Denise and Ron Paris
Mr. Gregory and Mrs. Paula Passafiume
Virginia Peck
Planned Parenthood of Indianapolis
Linda Pursell
Regent Investment Management
Sallie Rhyne
River City Street Rods
Dr. John and Teouline Rose
Laura Ross and Judith Miner
Alicia Sallee
Marc Satterwhite and Rebecca Jemian
Schaefer Construction
Rebecca Sears
M. Louise and Michael Slaven
St. Augustine Church
St. Matthews United Methodist
Douglas Stegner
Stephanie Stidham
Bill and Lindy Street
Superchefs, LLC
The Woman’s Club of Louisville
Thomas Jefferson Unitarian Church
Jeanne Thompson
Tom Drexler Plumbing Inc
Vogt Inc.
Lauren and Ryan Walker
Walnut Street Baptist Church
Jane Wehner
Mary and Jim Welp
Ms. Karen Wunderlin
Susan Zepeda

The Circle of Hope $100-$249

Pamela Adams
M. A. and Ed Allgeier
Alpha Delta Kappa - KY Alpha Iota
Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Altman, Jr.
Altruse International, Inc. of New Albany
American Legion Auxiliary - Unit 28
Sara and Charles Anderson
Dr. Thomas and Cynthia Andres
Jennifer and Jimmy Arington
Joe F. Arterberry, M.D.
Brad Asher and Dr. Susan Coventry
Col. John Aubrey
Aurora Chapter No. 96 Order of the Eastern Star
Laura and Bruce Barkhauer
Beargrass Christian Church
Lorne Belden
Patricia Bell
Bernard and Paula Benson
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THE CIRCLE OF HOPE $100-$249

Joseph Best
Beulah Presbyterian Church
BHHS Parks Weisberg
Mary Blakely
Neville Blakemore III
Hank Blandford
Michelle and James Blandford
Linda K. Bledsoe Ph.D.
Blue Ridge Homemakers Club
Bluegrass Rape Crisis Center
Katie Bogle
Maria Boha
Bowles Mattress Company
Sharon Bowman
Kasey Brady
Robert and Cheryl Bramlett
Dale Breitenstein
Sheridan Brennan
Bonnie M. Brown, Attorney
Kara Brown
Rebecca Brown
Jane and David Browne
Kendahl Broyles
Anne R. Burdorf
Anne Burgin
Claire Burkhardt
Theresa Burns
Cornelius P. Cacho
Chad Carlton
Sonni Carter
Tacey Cash
Alvin Cassidy
Cindy Cecil
Mike Coatney
Cody Cobb
Jeanne Coffey
Community Foundation of Louisville
Elizabeth Cook
Lora Coomes
William Cooper
Kathy and Steve Cottner
Bonnie Cress

Tara Curran
Andrea Darst
William Davidson
Andrew Delahanty
Carol W. Dennes
Mary K. Denny
John and Christine Desmarais
Laurie Devoto
John and Fran DeWeese
Susan Diamond
Douglas Diebold
Jane Disney
Judy Donohue
William T. Dotson III
Barbara Dumesnil
Angela L. Edwards
ELCA Christ Lutheran Church
Sheila Emerson
John L. and Linda S. English
Heather and Mitsou Enomoto
Catherine Ervin
Ms. Kittie K. Eubank
Mary Evers
Sarah and William Ewing Ernst
Eyedia, Design it Again
Hulyn Farr
Mark Feather
Carol and John Findling
Nancy D. Fitch
Drs. Mary and Jim Fleming
Dr. Jeremiah Flowers
Joan and Steve Fries
Gannett National Shared Service Center
Kenneth and Ann Gardner
Matt and Dana Garlove
General Eccentric Clothing
Shelly Gibson
Gail R. Gilbert
Gary and Ruth Gilmore
Jennifer and John Gilmore
Don Glaser
R.L. Goben
Jessica Goldstein
Juan Gomes
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THE CIRCLE OF HOPE $100-$249

Sharon and James Gorski
Gospel Kingdom Church
Kathleen Gosser
John Grabowski
Rev. Joseph T. Graffis
Carol T. Gray
Fay and W.C. Greckel
Lisa Green
Kimberly K. Greene
Laura Grogan
Tamara and Steve Guelda
Noelle and John Gulden
Julie A. Gutermuth
Thomas and Kelly Haile
Christine and Edwin Hall
Jessie Halladay
Suzanne and Fred Hammel
Lauren Hannigan
Christina Hansen
Donna Hargens
Spencer and Carol Sharpe Harper
Robin Harris
Hear in Kentucky Hearing Centers, LLC
Barbara Hedspeth
Kelly Hesler
Louis and Mary Hettinger
Highland Roofing
Brandi Hitzelberger
Deborah Hofelich
Natalie and Gregory Hofer
Lora Holman
Barry Horowitz
Carolyn Hottel
Sarah Howard
Kathleen Hoye
Rose Isetti
Karen Jarboe
James Jeffer
Tara Jewell
Arlys and Dennis Johnson
Jump In, LLC
William G. Kaelin

Eileen L. Kaplan
Kappa Kappa Kappa - New Albany Associate Chapter
Kappa Kappa Kappa, Inc. - Alpha Kappa Chapter
Wendy Keenan
Ellie Kerstetter
Bill and Sherry Keyes
Richard E. Kingrey
Jamie Kirven
Lilian Kittower
Kiwanis Club of Clarksville
Angela D. Kosheva
Jessie Kriech-Higdon
Martha Kuehn
Labaugh and Associates, Inc.
Kathy and Lewis Lancaster
Diane Lander Simon
William and Carolyn Lattis
Kimberly Linkhart
Virginia Loftin
Terrie Looney
Debra and Bruce Lott
Louisville Collegiate School
Louisville Orthopaedic Clinic
Kristen Lucas
Kerry and Deborah Magan
Matthew D. Maier
Christie Maloney and Dr. Robert Cunningham
Anne and Mel Maron
Deborah Marr
Margaret Martin and Sharon Malloy
Barbara and Curt Matter
Annette Mattingly
John and Joyce Mattingly
Sharon Mattingly
Dianna Mazzoni
Donna and Timothy Mazzoni
Stephen and Mary Mazzoni
Sandy McCauley
Angela McCorkle Buckler
Tina McCune
Johnna McHugh
George and Dorothy McNair
Debbie Meyer
Jenna Miller
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THE CIRCLE OF HOPE $100-$249

Suzanne L. Mitchell
Wendell and Jo Ann Mohr
Betty and Ron Monroe
Chambers Moore
Frances Moore
Mary and James Morris
Tamara and Steve Morris
Nina Moseley
Carolyn and Michael Mountjoy
National Association Railway Business Women
Martha Neal Cooke
Mary Nett
Nancy Newman
Debra and David Nicholson
Sallie Niehoff
William Nolan
Patricia O’Brien
Jennifer O’Dea
Okolona Pest Control, Inc.
Judith and Edwin Olliges
Neil Paris
Past Presidents Leadership Council
David and Ann Perkins
Mary P. Peterson
Steven Porter
Suzanne K. Post
Premier Wear and Promotional Products
Jerri Quillman
Constance Quinlan
Ellen Rabeneck
Elaine Rahm
Carrie Read
Jessica Reese
Sheila and Don Reiss
Madeline Reno
Sadiqa N. Reynolds
Tom Ridgeway
Richard and Janet Rink
Linda and Roger Roalofs
Nancy Roberts
Ursula Robertson-Moore
Mark Robinson
William and Donna Robinson
Dinnie Rogers Dyer
Kaelin M. Rybak
Stephanie Sachs Sparks
Lavedia Sanders
Pamela Scanlon
James Schmitz
Elizabeth and C.D. Schuman
Ian and Christy Scott
Bill Scroggins
Debbie Shannon and Steve Crews
Ellen Hirsch Shapiro
Catherine and Jeff Shay
Karen and Michael Siladi
Cheryl Silvey-Slusher
The Honorable Benham Simms
Sisters of Charity of Nazareth, INC
Michael R. Smalley
Janet Smith
The Honorable Kathy Smith-Andrew
Sandy Smithers
Denise Spratt
Springdale Presbyterian Church
Mary Ann and Robert Stenger
Melissa Stephens
Catherine Stephenson
Agnes Stewart
Nancy Stopher
The Mary Byron Project
Nancy Theriot
Thomas Jefferson Middle School
Ann Thompson
Carol S. Tittel
Robert Toon
Leda and William Townsend
Jeanine and Brian Triplett
Russell Vandenbroucke
Patty Vari
Roanne H. Victor
Vintage Printing and Distribution Services, Inc.
Wagner Electric Company, Inc.
Dana Walker and James Butz
Doris and William Walker
Leslie and Charles Waller
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THE CIRCLE OF HOPE $100-$249
Debra and Daniel Walsh
Dr. Norton and Judith Waterman
Kristen and Brian Wathen
Melissa and Robert Webb
Alice and Carl Weigel
Patrick and Sheila Welsh
Elizabeth and Timothy Whelan
Isaiah Wiles
Sarah and Thomas Williams
Jane Willman
Megan Willman
Wayne Willoughby
Kevin Wilson
Anna Marie Zepaltas
Gretchen Zoeller

Adrienne Baldwin
Nancy and Stephen Balf
Patricia Ballard
Debbie Banet
Rev. William B. Barbour
Linda Barrett
Rebecca Barrick
Beth Bates
Dorothy and Robert Bearden
Beargrass Christian Church - CNN Class
Janet Begg
Debra Belcher
Ms. Betty Bell
Nathan Bellinger
Emma Lee Bender
Diane Benedetti
Estelle and Floyd Benner
Charles and Jean Bennett
Jean Bennett
Sharon K. Bennett
Cheryl Benton
Cindy and Richard Berger
Renita Bernat
Melissa Bernstrom
Danielle Bestfelt
Agnes Beyl
Jeff Bile
Francis Biller
Sharon Bindner
Whitney Bishop
David Blandford
Patricia Blandford
Monica Hayden Boggs
John Bollman
Elizabeth Booker
Ann Booth
Maggi Bopp
Grant Braden
Lindsay Bradley
Cynthia Brake
David E. Branaman
Willard Bratcher
Taylor Brengle
Anne Brennan

THE CIRCLE OF HOPE UNDER $100
Amber Abrams
Merry Adamcik
Ann Adams
Donald and Kimberly Adams
Lane and H. Garrett Adams
Deanna Adamson
Mary Albrectson
Bonnie Allen
Julie and Kenneth Allen
Barbara Alvey
MJ Amundson
Heather Anderson
Sheelah Anderson
Jeanette and Scott Andrews
Bailey Anstead
Alicia Ariatti
Loren Ashley
Atherton Brony Club
Deborah Atlas
Marie Augustine
Katy Bade
Doris Bailey Spencer
Carol Baker
Nan Baker

Adrienne Baldwin
Nancy and Stephen Balf
Patricia Ballard
Debbie Banet
Rev. William B. Barbour
Linda Barrett
Rebecca Barrick
Beth Bates
Dorothy and Robert Bearden
Beargrass Christian Church - CNN Class
Janet Begg
Debra Belcher
Ms. Betty Bell
Nathan Bellinger
Emma Lee Bender
Diane Benedetti
Estelle and Floyd Benner
Charles and Jean Bennett
Jean Bennett
Sharon K. Bennett
Cheryl Benton
Cindy and Richard Berger
Renita Bernat
Melissa Bernstrom
Danielle Bestfelt
Agnes Beyl
Jeff Bile
Francis Biller
Sharon Bindner
Whitney Bishop
David Blandford
Patricia Blandford
Monica Hayden Boggs
John Bollman
Elizabeth Booker
Ann Booth
Maggi Bopp
Grant Braden
Lindsay Bradley
Cynthia Brake
David E. Branaman
Willard Bratcher
Taylor Brengle
Anne Brennan
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Sonya Brewer
Ann Broadhurst
Treva Brockman
Mary Ann Brockwell
Carolyn S. Brooks
Kenneth Brown
Leah Brown
Virginia Brown
Emily Browning
Jeff and Helen Browning
Deborah Bryant
Theresa Burdette
Tracy Burgin
Madonna and Thomas Burke
Miranda and Kenneth Burke
Drs. Alta M. Burnett and Crump W. Baker
Amy Burrows Beckham
Ann Butler
Bradley and Elizabeth Byrd
Beverly and Henry Byrum
John Friend and McKenzie Cantrell
Mary Carpenter
Vi and Bruce Carroll
Penny Casper
Linda W. Cauble
Patsy Caudill
Patricia Chervenak
Rhoda Chism
Kathryn Christopherson
Tori Churchill
Julie Ciriano
Clark County REMC
Charlie and Mary Beth Clark
Kim Clarke
Mary Anne and Jerry Clay
Sue Clayborn
Betty Clifton
Sarah Coker
Ann L. Coleman
Deborah Coleman
Elena Colunga
Ryan Combs

Michele Conliffe
Kevin Connell
Debora Conway
Mike Cook
Amanda Corzine
Jonathan Cowherd
Colleen Cox
Rex and Loa Cox
The Family of Kyle, Lisa, and Will Crabtree
Jennifer Crafton
J. Wayne Crawhorn
Sabra Crockett
Brian Cubbage and Candasu Vernon
Anita and Norman Cubbage
Brian and Sandra K. Cullinan
Benjamin P Cunningham
Chassity Cunningham
Kate Cunningham
Connie B. Curth
Anita Dahl
Michelle Dahl
Angela H. Davis
Angela Davis Clark
Mary Jo and Glenn Davis
Carol A. Dawson
Dava Day
Phoebe Delamarter and Nancy Goodhue
Edward and N. Delmenhorst
Ross Demmerle
Pam Deskins
Lisa Deweese
Farrah Dicken
Ida Dickie
Shelley Dickman
Krista Dietrich-Osiecki
Jane Dillion
Dawn Doebler
Doug Drake
Beth and Mark Droge
Lori Droge
Dubofsky Charitable Fund
Bernadette Dues
Jo Dufton
Georgina Dupaquier
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Donna Dye
Jane Eberle
Suzanne Edwards-Simms
Judith Egerton
Sharon and William Fox
John Elliott
Pamela and Rusty Ellison
Fran Engler
Lois T. Epstein
Aaron Esmailzadeh
Jill Estep
Millicent and Dr. Donald Evans
James Fasel
Stephanie Faulknet
Agnes Felder
Donna Fennewald
Patria Fielding
Brandon Fischer
Ruth Fister
April and Eric Flaten
Janet Fleck
Pam Fleck
Eloise Flowers Maloney
Phyllis J. Flowers
Lora A. Forde
Eleanor and James Foreman
Alan Forsythe
Essie Fortney
Wilma Frazure
Martha Freeman
Sandy Frey
Sarah Friedman
Melissa Fry Konty
Elizabeth Fryar
Selena Frye
Sarah Fuller
Diana Fulner
Holly Fusnov
Julie Gable
Margaret Gage
Kathy Gapsis
Phyllis and Charles Garmon
Anne Marie Gavin
Cheryl Geiss
Genesis Sunday School
Lauren Gerichs
Edward and Leah Gersh
Kelly and Dean Gettellinger
Elizabeth A. Gibson
William Gibson
Leigh Gillies
Nancy Glaser
Mason Glass
Linda and Gregory Gleis
Verna C. Goatley
Mark Goeing
Linda and Stuart S. Goldberg
Anita Goldin
Honi Goldman
Dr. Martyn and Toni Goldman
Dr. Richard and Ellen Goldwin
Maria González
Ruby Gordon
Ellen S. Grant
Laura Graven
Samantha Graves
Gloria Green
Connie Grosse
James Guelda
Jennifer Guelda
Teresa Guelda
Emily Gullo
Brandi Gurtz
Alex and Amber Gustafson
Kathryn Hagartha
Linda Hale
Kim Hales
Kenneth Hall
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & Lyman
Regina and Steven Hammel
Joan Hammer
Cathy Hancock
Teresa Harder
Paula Harfst
Betsy and Renee Harlow
Marcia Lee Harlow
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Craig Harrington
Natalie and John Harris
Charles Hartlage
Bryan Hash
Carol Hatt
Tanya Hatzman
Lindsey Haverkamp
Nicole Hayden
Patrice Hayes
Katherine Hays Logsdon
Jacqueline and Kenneth Haysley
Kathi Heatherly
Debra Heimbrock
Kristie and Greg Helm
John Henle
Dawn Hershberger
Judy Hess
Sonia and Howard Hess
Brenda Hester
Jean Hicks
Robin Hicks and Tracy Campbell
Highview Baptist Church
Karen Hill
Cheryl Hillenburg
Cathy Hinko
Patricia Hirsch
Kenneth Hitron
Tamara Hoagland
Peggy and Donald Hoben
Mary Pat and William Hoessle
Marissa Holden
Gaye D. Holman
Denise and Glenn Holmgren
Jamie Homeister
David and Mary Kraft Horvath
Mary Kay Houck
Judith Hubbuch
Barbara Huber
Cynthia Huebschen
Michele Hulsey and William Sawyer
Darrell and Debbie Hunter
Laura Hunter

Cathy Hussing
Monica Hutton
ID&A, Inc
Linda Ives and Christa Steinbrenner
Faith Jackson
Erica Jacobs
Patricia Jaye
Marilyn Jefferson
Elizabeth Jent
Ann Jessee
Diana and Steve Jester
Charles and Kathy Johnson
Deborah K. Johnson
Judy and Keith Johnson
Melissa M. Johnson
Sharen S. Johnson and Larry T. Moscoe
Susan Johnson
Kimberly Johnston
Danielle Jones
Linda Jones
Lindsay Jones
Stephanie A. Jordan
Julia Joseph Bell
Diana Julian
Just Give
Mary Kane
Kappa Kappa Kappa, Corydon Assoc. Chapter
Tim and Amy Kappesser
Brenda Kay
Karren Kayse
Jennifer and Kyle Keeney
Dana R. Kelly
Gloria Kemper-O’Neil
Karen Kennedy
Susan Kentrup
Kentucky Mirror & Plate Glass
Lois and Roger Ketterer
Shawna Khalily
Colleen and Erin Kidd
Jill O’Daniel and Charles King
Pamela L. King
Patricia Klawier
Sharon Kleehamer
Margot and David Kling
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Jennifer Kopp
Julie Kottak
KPMG - National Office
Melissa Kraft Watts
Elsbeth Kramer
Joe and Kathy Kremer
Elizabeth Kries
Rosanne Kruzich
Nancy C. Kuppersmith
Diane Kyle
Nancy Laing
Keisha Lamb
Mary Ann and Michael Lambert
Ann Lanza
Ann LaPerle
Susan Laun
Emily Lawrence
Mary Lee
Michael and Kathy Lewis
Terry and John Light
Gia Lim
Phoebe Lipkis
Meredith Loeb
Sherree Loewenberg
Anne London
Kelly Long
Lee Look
Annell Lough
Louisville Urban League
Judy and Bruce Lowe
Gaynell and Ronald Luttrel
Joseph Lynch
Judi C. Magder
Julie Marks
Ben and Kathryn Marmor
Martha Mather
Mia Maudlin
Carol and Keith May
Thomas and Jacqueline Mayes
Murray McCandless
Elizabeth McCann
Lydia and Rodney McClure

Angela McCoy
Laura McCrea and James Ferguson
Kristina McDonald
Shaun Mcdonough
Andrea McElderry
Stephen E. and Josephine A. McGrew
Patricia McMillen
Janie and Steve McNeill
Letha McReynolds
Katie McWhorter
Chrytal E. Means
Tara Mefford
Karen Megraw
Douglas MeGraw
Vicki Melton
Susan Mengyan
Amy M. Merrick
Gerald Merriman
David and Marilyn Meyer
Barbara T. Meyers
Steven Milby
Janet K. Millen
Dennis Miller
Helane Miller
Mark Miller
Susan D. Mitchell
Fran and Pat Mitchum
Kali Moller
Kim Moore
Rhonda Morris
Terry and Kenneth Morris
Debra Mosley
Julie and Tim Mueller
Mari Mujica
Anne and Duane Murner
Gene Murphy
Rebecca and Patrick Murphy
My Place for Yoga
Jennifer Naive
Brenda Nash
National Business Institute, Inc
Diana and Brent Nemec
Greg Newbern
Cynthia and Paul Newsom
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Tia Nicholas
Andrea Nichols
Elizabeth and Theodore Niemann
Melissa O’Bryan
Mary O’Doherty
Rachel Overton
Kathy and Glen Padgett
Kathy Padgett
Debra Paine
Catherine Palmer- Ball
Brenda F. Palmer
Pat Payne
Ruth and Frank Payne
Natalie Payton
Diane Peckinpaugh
Kamela Perritt
Joyce Perry
Kathryn E Perry
Michael G. Peskura
Gudron S. Peters
Tim Peters
Dr. Joe and Ann Petrocelli
Beth Petterssen
Patricia Petty
Martha Pfau
Nicki and Cal Pfeiffer
Jane D. Phillips
Jeanine Phillips
John and Mary Ann Pieper
Marjorie R. Pierce
Peggy Pierce
Thomas Pilon
Erin Pinkerton
Rayleen Pirnie
Courtney Plummer
Emily and Justin Pohn
Jana Polidori
Becky Poling
Mark Pollari
Sarah Pope
Susan Popham
Nick Porter

Rebecca Powell
Anna Pray
Presentation Academy
Michael and Jill Puckett
Dennis and Maggie Putnam
Dorothy and David Quesenberry
Naseem and Dr. Mohmmad Quraishi
Patty and Gordon Rademaker
Nancy and Gordon Ragan
Carole Rahm
Jacquelyn Ralston
Casey Ramage
Heather Randolph
Gay M. Rapley-Adelstern
Richard and Sandra Reese
Betsy Reeves
Megan Reeves
Rehab Physical Therapy of Baptist Health
Carol Reichert
Lilliam and Alberto Reyes
Christine Rich
Beth Richardson
Karen Richardson
Tina Ridge
Karen Rigby
Tom Riner
Brittanie Ripley
Deanna Risinger
Diane Ritter
Robin and Kevin Roberts
Vincent Robison
Patricia Rogers
Kathryn Rolen
Alex Roma
Rabbis Gaylia R. Rooks and Joe R. Rapport
Siddy Rosenberg
Dr. John and Bonnie Roth
Elaine Rothermel
Jennifer Rubenstein
Judith Rudd
Julie Rudder
Mary Rusch
Steven Rush
Corey Ryba
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Laura Saeed
Stephanie and Chuck Sarasohn
Evan Scheoff
Linda Scherer
Lynn Scherer
Ruth Scheuring
Jennifer Schiller
Patti and Martin Schiller
Patti Schiller
Claudia Barteldes Schindler
Arlene and Ray Schlader
Katherine and Dr. Paul D. Schneider
Judy Schroeder Watrous
Frank J. Schwartz
Len Schweitzer
James and Patty Sears
Mary Ann Seger
Eric and Terri Seltz
Eric Seto and Nikki Wahl
Kelly Setser
Sara Seyal
Sharon Lee Shafii
Barbara Sharpensteen
Jennifer Shartzer
Tara Shelton
Prafula Sheth
Shine Contracting
Alissa and Kirk Shoemaker
Amy Shultz
Tricia Siegwald
Juliana Simpson
Megan Sin
Sisters of Charity of Nazareth
Larry Sloan
Kevin Smalley
Kristak Smith
Mark Smith
Wendy Smithson
Alice Snider
Mary Ann and Donald Sodrel
Guillermo Sollano
Jerry and Janet Solomon
Robert Spears
Sandy Spears
Selene Spiegel
Betty J. Sprigler
Janice Sprow
St. John Paul II School
Laura L. Stallard
Jennifer Starke
Elaine Stauble and Bruce Tasch
Curtis Stauffer
Kathleen Steilberg
Emily Stephens
Vernon L. Stephens
Michael Stevens
Lori Stinson
Gary and Patricia Stocker Green
Sandra Stoler
Stoll, Keenon and Ogden PLLC
Patricia Stortz
Cary Straub
Nancy Strickland
Ruth Stucker
Judith Stuebi
Martha Swartz
Pamela Swisher
Tami Ski
Lillian Tarafa
Paul A. Tarullo
Julie Taylor
Ben Tevelin
Charlotte and Leonard Tharp
The Benevity Communithy Impact Fund
The George and Mary Alice Hadley Fund
Charles and Carla Thieman
Debbie and Michael Thomas
Frances and Charles Thompson
Lana Thompson
Lisa Thorp
Kathryn Tillett
Ellen Timmons
Carol Tober Leonard
Rick Tobe
Missy Tompkins
Evelyn Topcik
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Holly Trabel
Cheryl Triplett
Carla Trivedi
Tanna Trollinger
Stephen Tuck
Nicole Tunks
Mary Underwood
Universal Woods Inc.
Debbie Urman
Doug A. U’Sellis
Valley Woman’s Club
Patricia and Carl Varga
Monica Vaught-Compton
Barbara Very
Amanda Vest
Lois Von Nostitz
Linda Voss
Denise Waggener
Valinda Wagner
Ann Wahl
Marilyn Wainwright
Susan Waiz
Charlotte Walford
Matt and Tina Jo Wallace
Judith Walrath
Sandy and Rob Walt
Kayla Walters
A. Christine Ward
Don and Cynthia Ward
Gail Ward
Kristin Warfield
Rebecca Washer
Mary Ann Watkins
Jean Watson
Larry Wenning
Melanie R. Wermuth
Trudy Wheeler and Dr. Charles Barrett
Shannon Whelan
Jane White
Christina Whitfield
Jill and David Wiegman
Keith Wilbourn and Phyllis Hubbuch
Dorothy and John Wild
Caitlin Willenbrink
Deborah Williams
Robert and Kimberly Williams
Leslie Williams
Van and Kathryn Willis
Keith M. and Nancy L. Wilson
David Wimsatt
Geraldine Wood
Suzanna Wood
Carri Wright
Jenny Wrightington
Ruth Wukasch
Amber Yates
Eric Yazel
Sky Yeasayer
Dr. Janice W. Yusk
Mary Zahler
Joan Zehnder
Dorothy and Anthony Zimmerer
Cathy S. Zion
Alissa Zito
Denise and Martin Zukof
2015-2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chair
Kristin Warfield, Churchill Downs

Vice Chair
Leslie Coyle, Hilliard Lyons

Treasurer
Ann Bauer, Republic Bank & Trust

Secretary
Chasity Grauel, Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs, LLP

Members-at-Large
George Bell, ORI, Inc.
Diane Everse, Custom Solutions, Inc.
Marjorie Farris, Stites & Harbison
Laurie Kemp, Kightlinger & Gray, LLP
Lori Moore, YUM! Brands, Inc.
Kim Tharp-Barrie, Norton Healthcare

Directors
Richard Banta Jr., ERDCO Properties
Heather Bass Ph.D, East End Psychological Associates
Nancy Bottoms, UPS
Stephanie Pearce Burke, Jefferson County District Judge
Christopher Colson, Texas Roadhouse
Steve Conrad, Louisville Metro Police Chief
Monica Edwards, Doe-Anderson
Shelly Gibson, Thorntons
Dana Lackey, Old National Bank
Regina Nethery, Humana Inc.
David Nicholson, Jefferson Co. Circuit Court Clerk
Diane French Nguyen, Brown-Forman
Casey Ramage, Brown Jordan
Stephanie Smith, Unistar LLC.
Robert Webb, Frost, Brown, Todd LLC

MISSION

The Center for Women and Families helps victims of intimate partner abuse or sexual violence to become survivors through supportive services, community education and cooperative partnerships that foster hope, promote self-sufficiency and rebuild lives.
ACCOUNTABILITY

Does the Center for Women and Families (CWF) have an active Board of Directors comprised of community leaders that meets regularly? Yes, the board is comprised of 28 local community leaders that represent business, government and other sectors.

Does the Board of Directors review and approve the annual budget and monthly financial statements? Yes. The annual budget and monthly financial statements are approved by the board following thorough review by the Finance Committee (comprised of financial and business experts).

Does the Board of Directors review and approve the annual independent audit report as the auditor’s management letter comments? Yes, the annual audit is approved by the Board following thorough review by the Finance Committee and the Executive Committee.

Does the CWF have additional oversight committees? Yes, these include the Finance Committee, Human Resources Committee, Program Committee, Development Committees (two, one for the Louisville Area and a second one that focuses on Southern Indiana), Facilities Committee, Advisory board, and a Public Relations and Marketing Committee.

Does CWF have ethics and conflict of interest policies? Yes, the board members and staff are required to sign a Code of Ethics and a Conflict of Interest statement.

Does CWF have a diversity and inclusion policy? Yes

Does CWF prohibit providing donor information to third parties? Yes